
Joker Leprechauns

Joker Leprechauns is a 6-reel, 40 line
video slot featuring free spins and bonus
jackpots.
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Joker Leprechauns DETAILS

GENERAL INFORMATION

GAME TYPE Video Slot

REELS / ROWS 6 reels/4 rows

PAY LINES 40

DEFAULT BET (EUR) 1.50

MIN BET (EUR) 0.50

DEFAULT MAX BET (EUR) 112.2

GAME FEATURES

• Multiplier Wilds

• Free Spins Bonus

• HyperBet

• Bonus Jackpots

• HyperBonus

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

GAME VERSION 48.1.0

DEF. GAME FRAME RESOLUTION 1920X1080 (desktop)
1920x1080 (landscape)
1080x1920 (portrait)

DEPLOYMENT ORYX aggregator API.pdf

RESPONSIBLE GAMING

PLAYERS LIMITS • Player and casino operator can set the 
following play limits: Bet & loss per day, 
week or month. Block all play for a 
session specified period of time. Restrict 
session play length in minutes.

• Playing for real is restricted by player 
account funds (i.e. cannot play for 
credit).

OTHER • Play for fun mode
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PAYOUT RULES

GAME CODE DESKTOP RTP 96.10% - 97.42%

Base game & Free spins KLM_JLE

GAME CODE MOBILE RTP 96.10% - 97.42%

Base game & Free spins KLMM_JLE

Note:

Only base game codes are needed to run the game.
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PAYOUT

RETURN TO PLAYER (%) 96.10% - 97.42%

MAX COINCIDING WIN (EUR)* 10 025 x bet

HIT FREQUENCY 16 %

PAYOUT RULES

● All winning combinations must appear from left to right and 
start on the 1st reel

● Only the highest win is paid for each active win line

● Scatter count on any position

● Scatter wins are added to win line wins
*Coinciding win is expressed as a total of all winning payline bet

multipliers and scatter wins (if available)
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GAME DESIGN

How to play

Just follow the 3 steps: 

1. Choose your total bet 

2. Press the SPIN symbol button 

3. Check for any win in the WIN field 

MOBILE PORTRAIT DESKTOP
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SYMBOLS 1/2
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EXTRA SPINS TRIGGER

BONUS ACCUMULATOR

BONUS

BONUS

JACKPOT 
TRIGGER

JACKPOT

WILD 

WILD

WILD x1

MULTIPLIER WILD X1

WILD x3

MULTIPLIER WILD X3

WILD x5

MULTIPLIER WILD X5

WILD x10

MULTIPLIER WILD X10
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SYMBOLS 2/2
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MEDIUM 1

FIERY 7

MEDIUM 2

3 BAR

MEDIUM 3

2 BAR

MEDIUM 4

1 BAR

LOW 1

BELL

LOW 2

CLOVER

LOW 3

WATERMELON

LOW 4

GRAPES

LOW 5

PLUM

LOW 6

CHERRIES
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GAME FEATURES 1/3
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Multiplier Wilds

MULTIPLIER WILD symbols substitute for all symbols except BONUS symbols and JACKPOT symbols. When a

MULTIPLIER WILD symbol occurs in a winning combination, the pay for the winning combination is multiplied by the value

on the MULTIPLIER WILD.

Free Spins Bonus

When 3 BONUS symbols appear, the game initiates the FREE SPINS BONUS. The number of initial free spins depends on

the selected FEATURE BET value. During the FREE SPINS BONUS, each BONUS ACCUMULATOR symbol increments a

counter. For every 3 BONUS ACCUMULATOR symbols that are collected during a FREE SPINS BONUS, 3 additional free

spins are awarded.
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GAME FEATURES 2/3
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HyperBet

The base game may be played at 4 different feature bet levels:

•Bet Level 1: MULTIPLIER WILD value is x1, and each FREE SPINS BONUS begins with 5 initial spins

•Bet Level 2: MULTIPLIER WILD value is x3, and each FREE SPINS BONUS begins with 8 initial spins

•Bet Level 3: MULTIPLIER WILD value is x5, and each FREE SPINS BONUS begins with 10 initial spins

•Bet Level 4: MULTIPLIER WILD value is x10, and each FREE SPINS BONUS begins with 12 initial spins

When a player selects a new Bet Level, the bet for that level is shown immediately as the bet for the game.

HyperBonus
If a player selects to play a HYPERBONUS BET, a FREE SPINS BONUS is awarded immediately with a MULTIPLIER

WILD value and number of initial spins according to the selected bet. HYPERBONUS Selector shows a variety of options,

and for each option the bet amount for the option, the number of initial spins, and the value of the MULTIPLIER WILD are

shown. After a selection is confirmed, the FREE SPINS BONUS is played with the selected MULTIPLIER WILD value and

number of initial spins, and with the same bet multiplier as is active on the game interface at the time the selection is made.
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GAME FEATURES 3/3
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Bonus Jackpots
The game has 4 Bonus Jackpot levels: Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Platinum. When a player wins a Bonus Jackpot, he or

she is awarded the value displayed on the interface for the level of bonus jackpot won at the time that it is won. For every

bet placed, each Bonus Jackpot value increases in proportion to the total bet placed. The value of each Bonus Jackpot is

saved between different sessions for a single player and is saved distinctly for each player.

If any combination of 14 or more JACKPOT symbols land on one spin player wins the Platinum Level Bonus Jackpot;

If any combination of 12 or more JACKPOT symbols land on one spin player wins the Gold Level Bonus Jackpot;

If any combination of 9 or more JACKPOT symbols land on one spin player wins the Silver Level Bonus Jackpot;

If any combination of 7 or more JACKPOT symbols land on one spin player wins the Bronze Level Bonus Jackpot.

.
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PAY TABLE
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PAY TABLE
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PAY LINES
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HOME SYMBOL In the Mobile Version, HOME symbol redirects back to the mobile game lobby.

SETTING ICON
On the game display access CLIENT SETTINGS by tapping the SETTINGS ICON. 

SOUND In SETTINGS, SOUND selection allows you to choose if the game should play sounds and music.

MUSIC In SETTINGS, MUSIC selection allows you to choose if the game will play background music. 

REPLAY In SETTINGS, REPLAY will take you to game play history. 

PAYTABLE The "i" Symbol opens PAYTABLE.

GAME RULES In SETTINGS, paragraph symbol accesses GAME RULES.

GAMBLE CONTROLLER FUNCTIONALITIES 1/3
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BET The Total bet is shown in the BET display.

BET ON DESKTOP
On desktop, change the bet by clicking on the display and choosing the total 
bet of your choice, or using the BET UP or BET DOWN indicators to increase 
or decrease your bet, respectively. 

BET ON MOBILE
On mobile, change the bet by touching the BET icon on the display and 
choosing the total bet of your choice.

SPIN
The game is started by pressing the SPIN symbol button. You can Quick Stop 
the game by double clicking (for desktop displays) or touching (for touch-
enabled displays) anywhere on the play screen. 

WIN

Any total win in a game round will be displayed in the WIN field. Symbol pays 
are displayed in the paytable, and reflects the current bet configuration. Bet 
line wins pay in succession from leftmost to right. Only the highest win per 
bet line is paid. The separate ways pays wins will be displayed on the ways 
pays wins during the win presentation.

GAMBLE CONTROLLER FUNCTIONALITIES 2/3 
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PAYTABLE
All winning combinations in the game can be viewed in the PAYTABLE 
which can be reached through the "i" button in the keypad.

AUTOPLAY

Using Autoplay will let you play a number of game rounds automatically. 
Press AUTOPLAY and choose a number of game rounds to initiate 
Autoplay. The remaining number of spins is displayed in the keypad. 
Autoplay is stopped by pressing the STOP button.

GAMBLE CONTROLLER FUNCTIONALITIES 3/3 
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Additional Information
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RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR (RNG)
Random Number Generator in use is standard Java SecureRandom,
which produces cryptographically pseudo random number
generator (CSPRNG). The Random Number Generator in use has
been tested and approved towards jurisdiction specific
requirements by Gaming Laboratories International, which is
accredited group of companies with globally present testing
laboratories.

Malfunction in the game voids all pays.

Document version Description Date Author

1.0 Initial document 02.02.2021 Wayne Koczarski


